“Incredible” Creative Ideas for Safe Schools Week 2018
Using the word “incredible” have the students create a short story or essay using one of these
letters as the theme. Talk to them about respect for others and what is means to have
empathy. These essays or short stories could create discussions each day to encourage them to
think of others more.
I – Inspiring others by being the most incredible kind and caring person you can be
N- Noticing the needs of others – not always just thinking about ourselves
C- Caring for another person’s feelings can change their world and make them feel important
R-Respecting others and who they are is the ultimate act of compassion
E-Educating others about what is means to be kind and how this can change the world
D-Directing our efforts to make sure others come first
I-Including others and making sure they do not feel left out
B-Behaving in a manner that shows others we want to be there for them
L-Letting others know that you value them
E-Enjoying each day and making sure you help others to achieve the same goal
Have students discuss the word incredible and understand that: “incredible” means better than
nice, better than kind” wow, what a word!

Incredible Acts of Kindness – when someone displays this quality of being
better than nice and better than kind, reward them with “incredible” tokens.
At the end of the week these can be used for whatever the teacher decides.
She can give them a free homework pass, an extra day as leader of the class,
lunch with the teacher day, etc.

Incredible Friends – Have students draw a picture and describe how a friend is
“incredible”. A bulletin board with the heading: “Friends are Incredible” could be
created. Students will value the wonderful comments their friends have to say about
them, and this will help create a “school family” that is “Super”. The bulletin board could also
have a yellow background or a big sunshine or rays of sunlight around the pictures with other
headings such as “Reveal Your SUPERhero friend; My Friend is Incredible; Super Friends are like
Sunshine; etc.
Incredible Helpers – When students are helpful, put their name on a
bulletin board and recognize them at the end of the week with a
certificate or something to encourage this positive behavior.
Incredible Lunches – Ask students to write down their favorite
incredible school lunch and give these to the cafeteria personal and tell them how important
they are and how the students appreciate their incredible lunches.
Our school is incredible because: Wow – this can just be a list of the many reasons students
think their school is incredible. Have them write them on yellow paper and display them a wall
or bulletin board in your school’s hallway. This will be positive statements that can make the
students proud and have incredible school spirit.
What does it mean to be incredible? At the end of the week after talking
about all the aspects of Safe Schools Week and discussing the word
incredible, ask the students to write a short paragraph explaining what the
word “incredible” means to them.

